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"The Search for Advanced Remote Technology in Fast Reactor Reprocessing"

W. D. Burch, J. N. Herndon, and J. G. Stradley

Research and development in fast reactor reprocessing has been under way about
20 years in several countries throughout the world. During the past decade in
France and the United Kingdom, active development programs have been carried
out in breeder reprocessing. Actual fuels from their demonstration reactors have
been reprocessed in small-scale facilities. Early U.S. work in breeder reprocessing
was carried out at the EBR-II facilities with the early metal fuels, and interest has
renewed recently in metal fuels. A major, comprehensive program, focused on oxide
fuels, has been carried out in the Consolidated Fuel Reprocessing Program (CFRP)
at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) since 1974. Germany and Japan
have also carried out development programs in breeder reprocessing, and Japan
appears committed to major demonstration of breeder reactors and their fuel cycles.
While much of the effort in all of these programs addressed process chemistry and
process hardware, a significant element of many of these programs, particularly the
CFRP, has been on advancements in facility concepts and remote maintenance fea-
tures. This paper will focus principally on the search for improved facility concepts
and better maintenance systems in the CFRP and, in turn, on how developments
at ORNL have influenced the technology elsewhere.

One guiding principle for the CFRP was the consistent integration of plant designs
and their remote maintenance features with prototype process hardware-with overall
goals to improve reliability, to reduce radiation exposure to plant workers, and to
be cost effective. Many "of the early concepts were developed by engineers and
chemists who had built and operated small, but completely remote, hot facilities—
the Transuranium Process Plant at ORNL, as well as the EBR-II Fuel Cycle
Facility, HFEF/South, and HFEF/North in Idaho. The concepts that evolved
incorporated major segments of the plant in one or a few large cells equipped with
good remote maintenance capabilities. In many ways, the concepts were both
extensions of and substantive advancements over the canyon concepts of the large
reprocessing plants at Savannah River and Hanford.

Certain features were shown to be keys to success of such a concept:

(1) Rejiable process hardware designed to be compatible with a totally remote
maintenance system.

(2) Reliable maintenance systems, which included manipulators capable of
dexterous handling of tools typical of what man could handle. This led
to a major program for development of an Advanced Servomanipulator,
which is mounted on an over-head bridge/crane system and can be utilized
throughout a large cell.

(3) Good viewing of all maintenance work, achieved principally with television
for complete coverage of the large process cells.

(4) Good material handling capabilities for replacement hardware, maintenance
tools, and waste packages.

During a 10-year period in which several major reprocessing facility conceptual
designs were carried out and major advancements made in both facility and
maintenance hardware, these principles were refined. Unfortunately, the cutbacks
in the U.S. fast reactcr programs have stopped the p!ars« for tb^ fuel cycle plants.

U.S. developments in the remote maintenance concepts have been examined
carefully by engineers in other countries. France has long been a leader in
development of servomanipulators for remote high-activity applications, and a
significant program has been undertaken there to further develop maintenance



concepts quite similar to those evolved at ORNL. The now-cancelled Wackersdorf
•lam in Germany had remote maintenance concepts that were originally derived
from the work at ORNL. In Japan, development of servomanipufators and the
supporting systems has been an integral part of their fast reactor reprocessing
program. Over the past 6 to 8 years, an exchange agreement and collaboration
have been in place between the United States and Japan in this technolojgy.
Application of these principles to the fast reactor fuel cycle facilities being
developed in Japan is a major focus of current collaboration. New concepts
described by Argonne National Laboratory for application to pyro processing of
metal fuels envision even more advanced maintenance and material handling systems
employing small robots.

Significant advancements have been made in the past two decades in developing the
concepts and prototype hardware for advanced fuel cycle maintenance systems;
demonstration and utilization of the technology remain for future development.



1.0 INTRODUCTION

Many of the advancements in remote maintenance technology over the past 25 years

in the United States have been made associated with breeder fuel cycle programs.

This partly stems from the key need for remote maintenance and reliability in

reprocessing plants. In the two major fast reactor reprocessing research and

development (R&D) programs (EBR-II Fuel Cycle Facilities, circa 1965 through

1975 and the Consolidated Fuel Reprocessing Program (CFRP) at the Oak Ridge

National Laboratory (ORNL), circa 1975 through 1990), facility designs and remote

maintenance concepts were integral elements of the programs. The importance of

integrating those elements with process and process hardware development was fully

understood. This paper will briefly summarize the progress that has been made,

how the path to improved remote maintenance was envisioned, how goals were

established, and why they were considered so important in this field.

2.0 BACKGROUND ON REPROCESSING PLANTS AND MAINTENANCE CONCEPTS

In the early reprocessing facilities in the U.S. weapons program, total remote

maintenance was first utilized.1 People experienced in the field today still are

amazed at the vision of the designers of those plants and at the success they

achieved with the relatively, unsophisticated hardware that was obtained with little

development and on a short construction schedule at that time. The principal

equipment, located in a heavily-shielded canyon, included modular process equip-

ment whose dimensions were precisely known and which could be duplicated, a
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precisely defined set of locating mounts, and a remotized crane with periscope

viewing. Using impact wrenches hanging from the crane hooks, operators could

unmake and remake simple connector bolts and the hardware could be moved in

and out of the facility with no direct contact by humans. Minor improvements were

made in the follow-on plants at Hanford, and at the Savannah River canyons, built

a decade later, which used concepts quite similar to the earlier Hanford canyons.

2.1 Advanced concepts of the 1960s: With the availability in the 1950s of

through-the-wall master/slave manipulators and the totally remote electro-mechanical

power manipulators came advancements in facility concepts and maintenance

capability in the 1960s. Tvo examples of such facilities are the Hot Fuel

Examination Facility-South (HFEF/S),1 for the initial melt-refining and recycle of

the EBR-II fuel, and the Transuranium Processing Facility, commonly known as

TRU, at ORNL.3 Experience gained by the designers/operators of these two

facilities played a major role in future maintenance advancements as pointed out

below. Both facilities employed total remote maintenance using manipulators and

viewing through shielding windows in the main process cells.

HFEF/S utilized an in-cell crane system with an associated electro-mechanical

manipulator in an inert atmosphere-low-flow ventilation cell. The processes used

batch-type non-aqueous pyro metallurgical steps. Manipulators were used for some

operations but were mostly for equipment replacement and repair. Successful

operation of this facility for two decades proved the workability of the concepts.



The basic concepts were further refined in the HFEF/N facility,4 built for non-

destructive testing of fuel from EBR-II. This facility provided remote maintenance

capability for the overhead bridges and trolleys of the handling systems.

TRU was built for the recovery and separation of small quantities of the transpluto-

nium elements, using aqueous chemistry. Since both nitric and hydrochloric acids

were used, equipment and piping had to be made of special materials, principally

zirconium and tantalum. Both to facilitate equipment replacement and to permit

connections between dissimilar metals, a compact single-bolt connector with all-metal

seals was developed and employed in a highly modularized set of equipment racks

and tank arrangements. About 3000 of these connectors was used in assembling the

equipment and several kilometers of piping. In addition to the process equipment,

al! service penetrations were designed for replacement, such that essentially any

modifications could be made that were desired. The modular racks were placed in

hot cells conventionally sized for maintenance with through-the-wall master/slave

manipulators. Operation of this facility continues today, and it has never been

necessary to shut it down for extensive renovations.

2.2 Maintenance options in commercial reprocessing plants: Maintenance

concepts for the early follow-on reprocessing plants in Europe and the commercial

power fuel plants in the United States did not follow a total remote maintenance

philosophy. Generally, le^note features wjre provided for the mechanical systems

and highest-activity level portions of the plants, but contact maintenance, following
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decoiuamination, was relied upon for less active parts. This choice was largely a

cost-savings expedience, and highly-reliable chemical processes were used that

required little mechanical equipment except for the head-end handling and shearing.

Concepts were largely similar for the first Nuclear Fuel Services (NFS) plant, near

Buffalo, New York, for the Allied General Nuclear Services (AGNS) plant at

Barnwell and the Exxon plant at Oak Ridge. Only the NFS plant was completed

and operated. Construction was never started on the Exxon plant. General

Electric built a small plant at Morris, Illinois, which was intended to be totally

remotely maintained. The plant was built and partially tested but was shut down

prior to any active operations.

The new plants in Europe and Japan used concepts that are somewhat similar to

Barnwell, but maintenance features are generally more remotized and more

sophisticated. Specific unique maintenance systems were provided for several

mechanical process hardware systems in the French UP-3 plant.5 Special attention

ha> been placed on ensuring reliability of the plants and maintenance capability is

a key factor in reliability.

3.0 ORNL FAST REACTOR REPROCESSING PROGRAMS

3.1 Overall program objectives and missions: The original mission for ORNL

when it was built in the 1940s was development of reprocessing systen.3 to recover

plutonium from irradiated uranium. Later in the 1950s and early 1960s, reprocess-
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ing development at ORNL focused on LWR fuels and provided the technology used

in the first commercial reprocessing plant, the NFS plant in Buffalo.

Beginning in the early 1970s, a comprehensive program, focused principally on oxide

breeder fuels, has been carried out at ORNL under the CFRE The overall

program mission was to develop technology for breeder fuel reprocessing, with

detailed program objectives which included to (1) develop and test chemical

reprocessing flowsheets, (2) develop and test prototype engineering scale equipment

and systems for such processes, (3) develop and test equipment and facility

concepts for remote operations and maintenance, and (4) test process and

maintenance equipment in nonradioactive environment. These program objectives

have been applied to several projects. The initial project was a "hot" demonstration

breeder reprocessing plant. Hot Experimental Facility (HEF). The HEF mission was

to provide reprocessing support for five to six breeder reactors. The possibility of

adding a Head-end to the Barnwell Nuclear Fuels Plant was examined to determine

if the mission could be supported at lower costs. Neither project proceeded.

When it became apparent that the pace of fast reactor deployment would be much

lower, the mission was altered to only providing a fuel cycle for the Fast Flux Test

Facility and the Clinch River Breeder Reactor (CRBR). The CFRP, in conjunction

with the Westinghouse Hanford Corporation, cooperated on a conceptual design

called the Breeder Reprocessing Fnginecring Test (BRET) to bs located in the

Fuels and Materials Evaluation Facility at Hanford to accomplish this mission. With



cancellation of the CRBR, this project was also halted. Building from prior

technical exchanges, the CFRP was then encouraged by DOE to seek a broad

collaboration with the Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuels Development Corporation

(PNC) of Japan. This collaboration has now been in place three years, with the

major objective to assist PNC in testing and applying these advanced concepts to

future reprocessing facilities to be built in Japan.

3.2 How background of staff influenced remote maintenance goals: The key

technical staff of the ORNL program was assembled from ORNL staffers who had

been involved in the reprocessing development work and had built and operated the

TRU facility, and from a team from Idaho that had built and operated HFEF/S and

HFEF/N. Members of this experienced team, which had previously been responsible

for highly-active facilities with total-remote maintenance features, recognized the

importance of maintenance concepts and had an excellent technology base and

experience on which to build. Throughout the years, the CFRP program has

emphasized designing to ensure the reliability and remote maintainability of the

equipment and thus to minimize operator exposure. The staff believed (1) the

future allowable radiation exposure criteria would be lower, (2) equipment must be

reliable in order to increase the on-stream operating time. (3) equipment must be

remotely maintained, and (4) finally, the maintenance equipment itself must be

reliable and capable of being maintained remotely.
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3.3 Integration of facility, maintenance, and process concepts: Evolution of

concepts with time: In order to satisfy the above requirements, it was recognized

that the designs for the facility, process equipment, and maintenance equipment

must be carefully integrated. The concepts that facilitated this integration

incorporated major segments of the plant in one or a few large cells equipped with

good remote maintenance capabilities. As the CFRP studies have progressed

through the years, many prototype equipment items have been fabricated and tested.

More compact, cost effective, and reliable designs have developed. In many ways,

the concepts were both extensions of and substantive advancements over the canyon

concepts of the large reprocessing plant at Savannah River.

4.0 MAJOR TECHNICAL PROBLEMS AND ISSUES TACKLED

A major design poal to limit radiation exposures of operating staff to less than 500

mr per person-year dictated many features of the HEF facility design concepts.

This goal, established at one-tenth of the occupational limits, has been proven

appropriate over the years by design and regulatory directions. Nevertheless, it wa?

controversial, felt to be too low, at the time. Based on radiation exposure

experiences in existing contact maintained facilities and anticipated permissible

exposures in future plants, the ORNL staff made an early decision to design a

totally-remote maintained plant. When the personnel exposure goals were coupled

*vi»h the requirements for HEF to be a le»tbed reprocessing plant with easily
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replaced equipment, it was recognized that no other approach would be acceptable."

These designs clearly were extrapolation from the canyon-type defense production

plants, which relied on replacement of equipment with the in-cell cranes. Advanced

concepts from the more recent facilities, HFEF/N and HFEF/S, such as power

manipulators, were utilized to provide more dexterous manipulation at the task site,

and added capabilities was provided with wall-mounted master-slave manipulators

with direct shielded window viewing. These combined manipulator systems were a

major factor in that facility's success in overall remote system performance.

Furthermore, a design goal of maintaining an overall plant availability of 60 percent

was established. When viewed in the context of past reprocessing efforts,*7

achieving all the goals seemed unrealistic with only cranes and power manipulators.

An advancement was needed and could be made in providing more dexterous

manipulator handling. The HEF design concept needed the capabilities similar to

force-reflecting master-slave manipulators throughout the large reprocessing cell.

To tackle this challenge major development activities needed to be undertaken. As

shown in Figure 1, the overall systems required the development of an in-cell

maintenance system with mobility, manipulation, power and signal transmission,

viewing, and remote tooling. The out-cell system required good man-machine

interfacing techniques as wei! as advanced control system concepts and architectures.

In-cell handling typically requires dexterous manipulation capacity in the range of
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25 kg to meet the majority of the task needs. Supplemental lifting capability can

be provided by auxiliary hoists, much as a skilled craftsman would perform the task.

Force reflection promotes faster task performance with significantly fewer errors

committed. The lack of control of forces at the task site has always limited the

utility of power manipulators. A final challenge was the replacement of the direct

shielded viewing window with high quality television.

The initial testing of this new integrated maintenance concept at ORNL was

possible with the development of the Central Research Laboratories (CRL) Model

M-2 Manipulators (see Figure 2). This coopeu tive development program of ORNL

and CRL updated the mechanical components of the state-of-the-art Model M

system (with stainless steel cable drives and 46 kg capacity) with a modern

digital-based control system. The digital controi system reduced the number of

control wires between master and slave to a tractable quantity for the first time.

This development, winner of an IR 100 award in 1984, was the first successful

application of digital controls to a force-reflecting manipulator,8 and brought the

available remote manipulator technology a much needed boost in control system

integrity and robustness. The M-2 system, with it's remote viewing and transporter

system, has been successfully applied to a wide variety of prototype remote

maintenance operations over the last seven years and is generally recognized as one

of the two or three best force-reflecting servo manipulators in the world today.
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However, the M-2 was not the complete answer to plants for the future. In plants

where total remote maintenance had been adopted, maintenance of the maintenance

equipment (master-slave manipulators) had become a primary source of exposure.

More reliable servo manipulators with the capability to remotely maintain the

maintenance svs^m were needed. It was with this need in mind that the Advanced

Integrated Maintenance System (AIMS) was developed at ORNL.9 The AIMS

system, shown in Figure 3, utilized a stacker-crane concept for a remotely

maintainable transporter and an entirely new Advanced Servomanipulator (ASM)

slave arms for the dexterous manipulation. The unique aspect of the ASM

approach was rugged drive rods, with modular units coupled with gear trains. No

longer was the system dependent on the relatively fragile tape and cable tendons.

It is interesting to note that during the development of the ASM system, a

somewhat parallel development program of the Commissariat a LEnergie Atomique

(CEA) in France was taking a different approach to refine the proven MA23M

designs and strive for as high a reliability of this tendon-drive approach as possible.

Their goals were 250 hours mean-time-between-failure, couples with decontamination

and contact repair as needed. The fundamental developments in the CEA program

is now progressing into demonstrations and limited use.10

The ether key technical challenge tackled in the AIMS development program was

the provision of wireless signal transmission to the overhead stacker crane
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transporter and servo-manipulator. Successful demonstrations have been done with

both infra-red light signals and high frequency micro-waves. In a cooperative

program with the French CEA, rad-hardening of the in-cell electronics coupling

master and slave for servo-manipulators is being demonstrated. Inductively-coupled

power transmission techniques have also been demonstrated at Marcoule by the

CEA.

5.0 TECHNOLOGY STATUS AND THE FUTURE

The ASM manipulator technology has been demonstrated and in the AIMS facility,

and this technology has been transferred to private industry. Currently three basic

manipulator technology approaches could be considered available to plant designers

today, the remotely modular ASM available in the United States, the con-

tact-maintained MA23M in France, and a model being developed in Japan for fuel

cycles at PNC. The hardening of television cameras to reprocessing levels of

exposure has been demonstrated for black-and-white cameras, and a new 3-d system

from Harwell shows promise as the first usable binocular television system. Signal

and power transmission concepts which are usable in large cells and are remotely

maintainable have been demonstrated at the system level and appear to be effective

at reprocessing scales. The AIMS integrated control room, though designed in the

early 1980's, remains the best example for how to design terrestrial remote

maintenance control rooms today.
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Fuli implementation of in cell remote hardened electronics to support the

AIMS-type maintenance concept remains to be fully demonstrated. The cooperative

program between ORNL and CEA will provide the initial demonstration over the

next two to three years.

Utilization and full demonstration of this technology may occur initially in facilities

in Japan. In the United States, the concepts may be initially deployed in waste

management facilities. The AIMS concept was developed in the early 1980's. The

relentless march of electronics technology continues to make the AIMS-type concept

easier to implement with new and improved telerobotics capabilities and reduced-sca-

le master controllers. The explosion of the remote underwater handling has brought

new hardware and ideas to the arena. Finally, the extensive program directed

toward remote manipulation for the NASA Space Station Freedom will have a

major effect on the available technology over the next decade.

6.0 HOW THE UNITED STATES INFLUENCED

THE TECHNOLOGY IN OTHER COUNTRIES

Through technical exchanges and general awareness of the U.S. program at ORNL

in remote technology, several countries have examined their own version of some

of the concepts.

6.1 Ma|or program in France: Primarily through the work of J. Vertui,

substantial progress was made on servo-manipulator development in France through
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the period from 1970 through 1985." The program was largely devoted to basic

and fundamental studies and applications were limited. Some specialized portable

maintenance systems were developed and utilized. The primary advancements were

in the mechanical hardware design and advanced control techniques. Early progress

to digital control systems occurred in the United States, although both France and

Italy have now followed and are developing similar technology. Through common

awareness of the efforts in France and of the ORNL work, ideas for a limited

technical exchange were developed and formalized in 1985. (JGS--better check this

date) France had begun examining plant applications and constructed a main-

tenance test facility at Marcoule10 equipped with an over-head bridge system and a

servo-manipulator, similar to the systems at Oak Ridge.

6.2 The German Wackersdorf plant: The recently abandoned industrial-scale

Wackersdorf plant employed totally remote maintenance concepts,12 similar to the

ORNL concepts. Through technical contacts and involvement of individuals, some

of the concepts were derived from ORNL work. A major program was carried out

for a five-year period at the Lahde facility to test the specific hardware and

concepts being provided for the plant. Unfortunately, a number of factors combined

to hah this project within the past year.

6.3 Major test facilities in Japan: Technical exchanges beginning in t'.ie ciriy

1980s between the ORNL group and PNC group of Japan in remote technology
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was a catalyst for introducing concepts similar to the ORNL work in facilities at

Tokai. A vitrification pilot plant is being completed at Tbkai in the near future

using overhead bridge-crane/servomanipulator maintenance systems.13 Plans are being

developed for an experimental fast reactor reprocessing engineering test facility also

at Tbkai that are patterned very much after the concepts for both process and

maintenance hardware at ORNL. This has come about as a result of a major

collaboration over the past three to four years focussed on R&D and technology

needed for that lest facility."
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